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BASE
Microsoft 365 Business Central 

or NAV/NAVISION

COMPANY SIZE
Small and medium sized companies

OPERATING MODEL
Cloud, On-Premises, Hybrid

INDUSTRIES
Chemicals, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics,

food, medical technology, biotechnology

ESCMBI

DIGITAL 
TRANSFOR- 

MATION

CRM

ECM

ERP

PRODUCT

EVERYTHING AT A GLANCE

APPS

TRACKING

Track items and batch 
processes at any time.

PROCESSES

Operate business 
processes with rule 

management.

SCANNER

Map your warehouse 
and production with 

scanners and  
barcodes.

PRODUCTION

Map various raw 
material qualities and 

recalculate recipes.

QUALITY

Perform quality checks 
at all levels or process 

stages.

Individual apps or the com-
plete ProBatch package - 

choose yourself which range 
of functions suits your needs 
best. Your requirements have 
changed? Then simply expand 

with additional apps.

APPS

The five  
key advantages  

of YAVEON  
ProBatch 

The six  
key advantages  

of YAVEON  
ProBatch 



WHY YAVEON USES MICROSOFT 

Microsoft is a company we, and you, can rely on: Without a doubt. 

SUSTAINED INNOVATION  

Microsoft software is not only tested and proven, it is always up-to-date due 
to sustained innovation and regular updates. With their focus on resources, 
capabilities and planning, Microsoft lives up to their promises. Rely on 
Microsoft to secure your investment. 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

The majority of Microsoft customers are B2B or B2C. That’s why the 
software fits their needs, in providing functionality, security, transparency. 
And all at a fair price.

DATA SECURITY, DATA PROTECTION, AND TRUST 

Stay safe with Microsoft. Redundant storage ensures anytime access to 
current data. A dedicated team protects against cyber attacks with the 
assistance of artificial intelligence.  

NETWORK 

Microsoft is more than a software provider. With around 16 million people 
worldwide using the Microsoft business solutions, you will quickly find 
support and answers if you need them. Stop searching and find answers 
fast— from Microsoft employees, users, developers and partners. The 
success of Microsoft lies in its unique ecosystem.

VISIONARY 

Microsoft’s initial mission statement of putting “a computer on every desk, 
and in every home, running Microsoft software” has long been realized. Since 
then, the company has provided its customers and partners with software 
to empower them to achieve more. We at YAVEON share this goal: We con-
nect people and ideas and inspire sustainable success in the digital world.

It’s undeniable: Collaboration powers success.  
Discover the benefits of the cooperation between Microsoft and YAVEON.

WHY MICROSOFT AND YAVEON 

A leader for over 30 years, with 3.3 million Business Central users, and 4,500 
partners using their software worldwide, Microsoft is one of the most experi-
enced and proven ERP providers. 

Used around the globe. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central is used worldwide - in all coun-
tries, in multiple languages and in various currencies. How is this even possible? Microsoft relies on their 
vast partner network to make this happen.

Kept simple, easy to use. Software developed for users. Microsoft opted for the Visual Studio 
Code development environment — a modern tool that is popular with users and has proven its worth. 
What does this mean for you? You can find answers, expertise and support whenever you need them, 
and discuss current issues in the online Microsoft communities.

Simple communication, better collaboration and logical structures: Microsoft Dy-
namics 365 Business Central, the next generation of NAV, is designed to meet the challenges of digital 
transformation: The system is always up to date and enables networking — to other systems as well as 
between users. If you want to learn how to use the solution most effectively, then Digital Transformation 
Consulting from YAVEON is perfect for you. 

ERP with added value: Among other things, Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central synchro-
nously tracks your financials and your value flow. You can clearly display your results in a table or a 
graphic. Use Business Intelligence and keep track of key metrics, such as inventories or process times. 
Meet your industry-specific needs with YAVEON ProBatch.

A familiar user interface: YAVEON ProBatch is fully integrated with your Business Central, so you 
work in the familiar Microsoft UI. This makes it much easier for your employees, as they can intuitively 
work their way through the menus.

A solution that grows with you: Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central is scalable. If you 
need additional features, choose further add-ons or apps. YAVEON ProBatch provides similar scalability.

Everywhere and every time: Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central and YAVEON ProBatch are 
designed for use on laptops, tablets and phones, to keep you working on the go. Choose how you want 
to operate: on your own servers, hosted, or in the Microsoft cloud — whatever suits you best.  



Maintain oversight: of all batches, 
consignments, and serial numbers.

Utilize batch management, batch division and batch 
merging.

YAVEON PROBATCH  
FEATURE OVERVIEW

Keep an Overview.

You always have an overview of your data thanks 
to both the calculation feature and specification 
management.

Automatic documentation

Automatically document data changes with audit 
trails. Recognize the adjustments of active or raw 
material potency at a glance.

Keep an eye on recipe-based  
production.

Check the raw material qualities, order  and 
series production, and track deliveries and 
refills for frictionless processes. In addition, 
connect your subcontractors and integrate 
them into quality control and batch recording.

Combine convenience with performance 
while complying with legal requirements.

Create item specifications, use the returnable packing 
management and the inquiry manager. Record and 
control blanket orders, taking into account coun-
try-specific taxes, and create pro forma invoices.

Check permissions.

Define one or more necessary  electronic signatures 
to meet obligatory documentation requirements.

Always deliver on time.

With the disposition function, you ensure the delivery of 
materials to your supply chain while  production plan-
ning provides an overview of capacity and utilization. 
The manager continuously stays informed about any 
changes – at all times. 

Validate.

Use an ERP system with an industry solution that meets 
all the requirements for successful computer system 
validation.



Rate your suppliers and yourself.

With the supplier qualification, you can check whether 
suppliers comply with your regulations or not as well 
as rating them.

Keep an overview of your warehouse and 
logistics.

Monitor your warehouse using automatic require-
ments planning, control the allocation of storage 
areas using your put-away strategy, and pick the 
goods using the outsourcing strategy. Move your 
products in the warehouse with the Warehouse Man-
agement System (WMS). With a barcode scanner, 
you can make this process even easier.

Organize hazardous substances.

Connect your ERP system via an interface to a 
hazardous substances system. This enables you 
to create, manage and distribute substance data 
or safety data sheets.

Keep your quality at the highest level. 
Automatically.

Use inbound, in-process and final controls to check 
the quality of your goods. The control can be au-
tomated if you have pre-defined actions set. An 
analysis certificate then reflects the results for you.

Trade with success

Create customer hierarchies, negotiate conditions 
and manage bonus or commission statements.
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